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ChromeTools
Guide, Monitor,
and Communicate

Classroom Management Tool for Student Chromebooks
Sometimes teachers resist using computers in class. Fearing distractions, losing students' attention...making the
path to learning hard to follow. ChromeTools eliminates that risk. Teachers can spend their time teaching instead
of catching distracted students over & over.

What does ChromeTools Provide?
ChromeTools is a cloud-based classroom management tool for teachers to guide, monitor, and communicate
with all students using Chromebooks in the classroom.
Every class. Every day. All from one tool.
With ChromeTools you maximize your investment in student Chromebooks...devoting their full potential to
education. More time to teach. No more distracted students.

Key Advantages
� Affordability - ChromeTools is priced for budget-conscious districts and because it’s a
cloud-based server, there’s no local hardware to maintain
� Fast and easy setup - Link ChromeTools to your district Google Admin account, configure the
extension to automatically run for all students...done in less than 30 minutes
� Parent Involvement - Parent Portal lets parents manage their students’ Chromebook during
non-school hours
� Automatic class roster synchronization - ChromeTools can automatically sync class rosters from
Google Classroom, Canvas, and Schoology as well as allow teachers to create ad-hoc classes by
choosing students from Google Directory.

How ChromeTools Works
ChromeTools is a cloud service that syncs with
your district’s Google Account. After the
administrator configures the system, teachers
can login with their existing school Google
account and immediately access and manage
their existing classes with no additional preparation
or setup on their part. Teacher functions are
available on the fly with no need to pre-configure
settings or lessons as with other management products.

Start Class Quickly and Get Students On Task
Teachers get students started quickly by pushing out URLs to all devices, instantly opening
multiple tabs with web resources on student devices. Screen Lock is used to get student
attention to provide instructions.
PUSH URL
Teachers can push out web links “on the fly” or choose from sites they have previously saved. This
maximizes instruction time by not waiting for students to enter URLs.
SITE COLLECTIONS
www

Does the class visit the same webpages over and over? The teacher can save those links into a
“collection,” which they can launch on all student devices with one click.
SCREEN LOCK
When the teacher needs everyone’s attention, Screen Lock can be used to provide a custom message
like “Heads Up!” When ready, the teacher can release the entire class or individual students.

HEADS UP!
Your teacher has locked your screen

Keep Students On-Task
Are the students goofing around online? With ChromeTools, teachers have everything they need to keep
everyone on-task...by directing what displays, and what does not, on their students’ devices.
SITE LOCK
Similar to Push URL, Site Lock will open one or more websites on student devices, but it also blocks all
other web sites while the lock is active. Different students or groups of students can be site locked to
different sites and they can be released individually or as a group.

TAB CONTROL
When viewing a list of all open tabs on a student device, the teacher may spot a site that the student
should not be using. Tab Control allows the teacher to simply click to close any selected site on the
student device.

CUSTOM BLOCK LIST
Sometimes a teacher may want to block a certain website in their classroom only, even if it’s allowed
by the school’s content filter. Custom Block Lists allow them to do that, restricting their students from
visiting the website during their class.

Monitoring Students’ Work
Nothing assures teachers of focused students than a “spot check.” How do you “spot check”
students behind screens though? ChromeTools’ monitoring views show them every student
device at a glance, so they can do a quick check and return to teaching.
SCREEN VIEW
Provides a thumbnail view of all students’ screens.Check to see all students are on-task. Zoom in on
any screen, including all open tabs. The teacher can even present a student’s screen from their
computer, using a connected projector.

TAB VIEW
View all of the most recent tabs open on all classroom devices. Know who’s paying attention and
who’s distracted at a glance. Teachers may close any websites they don’t want students seeing with
one click.

BROWSING HISTORY
Students can be quick to close tabs if they think they might get caught off-task. With quick access to
student browsing history, the teacher can check all sites the student visited during the class session.
History is retained for checking after class too. Teachers can check history for their own students,
while administrators have access to the history for all students.

Communicating with Students
Students used to raise their hand to ask their teacher for help. Now, when students work on
their Chromebooks, they can ask for help through ChromeTools. Especially helpful for shy
students, or during a test.
HAND UP
A special alert students can use to request the teacher’s attention or help. The alert appears as a
glowing hand on the teacher’s device. Teachers can choose to enable or disable Hand Up.
ANNOUNCE
The teacher can send a special announcement to one student (“Please see me after class”), or their
entire class (“You have 10 minutes to finish your test”). Each student must click to acknowledge the
message before they can continue their work.

2-WAY CHAT
A private chat session between student and teacher. Good for sensitive issues or questions during
“quiet times.” Teachers can choose to enable or disable 2-Way Chat.

After Class—Give Parents Control At Home
Students can always go home & access the websites they couldn’t at school. The solution? Give parents the
same abilities as teachers, by enabling after-school access to ChromeTools!
PARENT PORTAL
Parents/guardians can take control of student devices during non-school hours. They can set a
curfew, stop all browsing, or use site lock in the same way as a teacher does in the classroom.

Give teachers the tools they need to effectively manage classroom
Chromebooks, keeping students focused and on-task.
Test out ChromeTools free! A free trial setup takes less than 20 minutes.
Visit https://techpilotlabs.com/chrometools/ to request yours.

ChromeTools significantly cut back on off-task behaviors. It helps students learn the value of
being aware that Chromebooks are not their property and they should be used responsibly.
- Teacher, Emerald High School
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